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LETTER OF FUS FIXIGO

Well, so Hotgun and. Tookpafka Micco and. Wolf

Warrior and. 1 ;\-ono Harjo was all happened to meet up

together last Sunday at the Weogufky stomp ground was

weighed Bony Parts in the balance and found him white-

washing.

"Well so," LTotgun he say; "I think Bony Parts

could make a good organizer a secret societies, 'cause

it come natural for him to do that kind of business.

When he was in 1uskogee he was bolted the doors and

plugged the key holes and, pulled down the blinds so

nobody could catch on how he was initiated the grafters

in the mysteries of the calcimine.,,

And. Tookpafka Micco he say, "ell, so how many

was took advantage a the opportunity and got in as

charter mernbers?"



And Hotgun he say, "Well, so maybe Bony Parts

was organizing a big lodge but`the applicants didn't

all get in, 'cause Clarence Dug Last and Robit owing

was got in first and blackballed them all except Cay

Blair Shoenfelt and Dam Big Pie and Break-in-Rich and

Plenty So Far and household names like that."

(Wolf Warrior and Kono Rar jo they was paid

close attention and did not put in.)

"Well, so," Hotgun he say "it was Jay George

Wright and Attorney Seamy-fee. They was something

happen last summer that was made Clarence Dug Last

had it in for them. So when Bony Parts was passed the

ballot box around he was put in a black ball and

winked at Robit Owing to follow suit and a hint to the

wise was sufficient.',

Then Tookpafka Micco he say, "Well so, what

kind a question was Bony Parts put to Clarence Dug

Last?"

"Well,so," Hotgun he say, "Bony Parts was

made inquiries to see if Clarence Dug Last was fit

to be a member, and didn't find any objection except

one."

And Tookpafka Micco he say, "Well, so, what

was that?"



"Well, so," Hotgun he say, "Clarence Dug

Last was tried to claim all the credit for the

president's message."

(Wolf-Warrior and Kono Harjo was grunt and

keep on listening close.)

Then Hotgun he go on and say, "Well; so when

the lodge was organized by Bony Parts he was made them

a talk and say: "Well, so you all must stick close

together like a leech in time of trouble. Our order

was teach that. ,,Then a brother was getting the worst

of it in the dark he must holler, 'blow the cap offs'

'cause that was the grand signal of distress.1,

Then Tookpafka Micco he say, "Well, maybe so,

he could holler whitewash too.,,

Then Hotgun he say, "Well, so when Bony Parts

was got back to Washington he was promised to send a

charter to the lodge.,'
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